
  16th January 2018

The Imperial College Dramatic Society

Committee Meeting

PRESENT:
Anisha Kadri, Becky Rogers, Elena Stronach, Alfred Engedal, George Ainscough, Andi Koh, John 
Oliver, Dan Price, and Rohan Mitta. 

APOLOGIES:

Omar Hussein, Yu Jing Ang, Frankie Roberts, Harry Kingsley-Smith, and Olivia Revans.

AGENDA: 

1. Shows: Much Ado About Nothing, Human Animals, Acting Workshops.

2. Technical.

3. Socials.

4. LSDF and The Edinburgh Fringe

5. A.O.B.

1. SHOWS:

1.1 Much Ado About Nothing and Human Animals 

 The auditions have finished, and the casts now finalised. The budget for Much Ado needs to be run 
past Elena and submitted, and George would like to chat to the producer (Omar) about the technical 
side of the show. General comments were made about how soon the show is and the restrictions that 
may place on the ambitious current design. 

Action items: Omar to meet with Elena and George respectively to go over the budget and technical 
aspects of the show. 

1.2 Workshops

The Cyphers Create programme is about to begin – auditions are on Saturday 20th. The Facebook 
event needs to be publicised and shared by everyone to push this. 

Prithu Banerjee has offered to hold a writing workshop, which needs to be arranged.

Rohan has also been in touch with RADA about workshops their graduates could offer. There are 
concerns over cost, which has yet to be established. 

Action items: Rohan to follow up with Prithu and RADA about respective workshops, and everyone 
to push the Cyphers auditions event on Facebook.  

2. TECHNICAL: 

2.1 Great Hall Season

This is underway, having begun with a successful get-in. This included the necessary movement of a 
part of the ceiling, which is now sorted.  

2.2 General Enquiries 
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Some members of the committee have been contacted regarding providing tech for various events – if 
someone does get in touch, these emails should be forwarded to George.  

2.3 File Server 

The file server has now been installed in the basement. This has a publicly accessible part and a 
‘DramSoc’ only section – committee should feel free to use it, including moving anything on the 
computers in the Storeroom onto this server if they would like to keep certain files. 

2.4 Money

A discussion about potential changes to wages will be had next week for those interested in a wages-
specific meeting. An email will be sent about this, regarding location, date, and time. This needs to be 
sorted soon so that Great Hall Season falls under the new rules.

Action Items: Elena to send an email and all those interested to attend the meeting next week. 

3. SOCIALS:

The trip to see Julius Caesar at the Bridge Theatre is coming up (set for 2nd February). There is a 
Facebook event but it needs to be shared around to drum up more interest.

Action Items: Frankie to let committee know when the shop product for this is opening/closing, and 
everyone to help share the event on Facebook. 

4. LSDF AND THE EDINBURGH FRINGE:

LSDF is being coordinated by Olivia. The directors for this term’s shows need to speak to her about 
any recommendations they have for auditions in light of their own earlier this term.

The Edinburgh Fringe needs to be thought about, including finding or writing a show to take. Last 
year’s group that went also noted that they have yet to receive any money as they were promised. This 
needs to be discussed. 

A brief conversation followed this that has now been redacted from these minutes due to its sensitive 
nature. 

5. A.O.B.:

5.1 Radio Play  

There are plans to put together a radio play, headed by John in conjunction with ICRadio. This would 
be performed in front of a small studio audience (primarily for a laughter track). The current plan is to 
perform ‘Welcome to Our Village, Please Invade Carefully’ for BBC Radio 4 sometime late this term 
or early next. The rights for this are available but more research is needed to find out the cost. 

A full proposal document will be put together to further elaborate on this. 

Action items: John to create and distribute round the committee a proposal document for this so it 
can be properly considered. 

Anisha proposed to adjourn the meeting. John seconded. 

The meeting was adjourned. 


